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EVO DI US :  Please tell me whether God is not the author of evil.
AUGUS T I N E :  I shall tell you if you make it plain what kind of evil you 
are asking about. We usually speak of “evil” in two ways, namely when 
someone has (a) done evil; (b) suffered something evil.
EVO DI US :  I want to know about both kinds.
AUGUS T I N E :  Well, if you know or believe that God is good (it is blasphe-
mous to think otherwise), then He does not do evil. On the other hand, if 
we grant that God is just (denying it is irreligious), then He rewards the 
good; by the same token, He hands out punishments to evildoers, pun-
ishments that are doubtless evils to those who suffer them. Accordingly, 
if no one pays penalties unjustly – which we must believe since we believe 
that the world is governed by divine providence – then God is indeed the 
author of evils of type (b), though not in any way the author of evils of 
type (a).
EVO DI US :  Then is there some other author of the evil we have found not 
to come from God?
AUGUS T I N E :  Of course! Evil could not occur without an author. But if 
you ask who the author is, no answer can be given, for there is not just 
a single author – rather, evil people are the authors of their evildoing. 
If you doubt this, pay attention to my earlier statement [in . . . ] that 
evildoings are redressed by God’s justice. It would not be just to redress 
them unless they come about through the will.
EVO DI US :  Perhaps no one sins unless he has learned how. But if that is 
true, I ask: From whom did we learn how to sin?
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AUGUS T I N E :  Do you hold that teaching  is something good?
EVO DI US :  Who would dare to say that teaching is something evil?
AUGUS T I N E :  What if it is neither good nor evil?
EVO DI US :  It seems good to me.
AUGUS T I N E :  Rightly so, in that knowledge is imparted to us (or awak-
ened in us) through teaching, and nobody learns anything except through 
teaching. Do you think otherwise?
EVO DI US :  I for one think that only good things are learned through 
teaching.
AUGUS T I N E :  Then draw the conclusion: Evil things are not learned! For 
“teaching” (disciplina) is linguistically derived from “learning” (discere).
EVO DI US :  Evil things are not learned? Then how does it happen that we 
do them?
AUGUS T I N E :  Perhaps because we turn aside and away from teaching, 
that is, from learning. But whether this is the reason or not, the point 
is certainly clear: Since teaching is something good, and “teaching” is 
derived from “learning,” evil things cannot be learned at all. For if evil 
things are learned, they are included in teaching, and thus teaching will 
not be something good. But it is something good, as you yourself declared. 
Hence evildoing is not learned, and your search for the one from whom 
we learn to do evil is in vain. (Alternatively, if we do learn evil things, we 
do so to avoid them rather than to do them.) The conclusion is that evil-
doing is nothing but turning away from teaching.
EVO DI US :  All in all I think there are two kinds of teaching: one through 
which we learn to do right, the other through which we learn to do evil. 
But when you asked whether teaching was something good, the love of 
the good itself caught my attention, and so I looked only at the first kind, 
and thus I replied that it is good. But now I am mindful of the second 
kind, which I declare without a doubt to be an evil, and whose author I 
am looking for.
AUGUS T I N E :  Do you at least think that understanding is indeed some-
thing good?
EVO DI US :  Of course! It is plainly so good that I do not see what could 
be more excellent in humans. I declare that no understanding can be evil 
in any way.

 “Teaching”: disciplina, the general activity associated with a field of knowledge.
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AUGUS T I N E :  Well, if someone were not to understand when he is taught, 
can he seem to you to have learned anything?
EVO DI US :  Not at all.
AUGUS T I N E :  It follows that if all understanding is good, and no one 
learns without understanding, then everyone who learns is doing right. 
For everyone who learns, understands; everyone who understands is 
doing right. Hence anyone looking for an “author” through whom we 
learn something is really looking for the one through whom we do right. 
Accordingly, stop trying to track down some mysterious evil teacher! If 
he is evil he is not a teacher, and if he is a teacher he is not evil.
EVO DI US :  Very well. Now that you have pushed me into admitting that 
we do not learn to do evil, tell me: How is it that we do evil?
AUGUS T I N E :  You are raising a question that hounded me while I was 
young; when I was worn out it caused my downfall, landing me in the 
company of heretics.  I was so injured by this fall, and so buried under 
such vast heaps of empty tales, that had the love of finding out the truth 
not succeeded in requesting and receiving divine succor for me, I would 
not have been able to dig my way out and breathe again, recovering my 
earlier freedom of inquiry. And since such pains were taken in my case to 
set me free from that question, I shall guide you on the same route that 
I used to escape. God will be at hand and make us understand what we 
have come to believe. Indeed, we are well aware that this is to take the 
course prescribed by the prophet Isaiah, who says: “Unless you believe 
you shall not understand” [Is. : ].

Now we believe that everything that exists comes from the one God, 
although God is not the author of sins. But this is the sore point: If sins 
come from the souls that God created, and those souls come from God, 
how is it that sins are not almost immediately traced back to God?
EVO DI US :  You have now stated plainly what keeps troubling my 
thoughts, pushing and dragging me into this very investigation.
AUGUS T I N E :  Take heart! Believe as you do; there is no better belief, 
even if the reason why it is so is hidden. Holding God in the highest 
esteem is surely the most authentic beginning of religiousness. Nor does 
anyone hold God in the highest esteem without believing that God is 
omnipotent, not changeable in even the least detail, the Creator of all 
good things, Who is more excellent than they are, the most just Ruler of 

 The Manichaeans. See Confessions . . – .  and . – .
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all He has created. Nor does God require the assistance of any nature in 
his creating – as though He were not sufficiently powerful all by Himself! 
It follows that God created all things from nothing. Yet out of Himself 
He did not create the one whom we call the only Son of God, but rather 
generated him as equal to Himself.  When we try to describe the Son of 
God more plainly we call him “the power of God and the wisdom of 
God” [  Cor. : ]; through which He made everything that was made 
from nothing.

Now that these points have been settled, let us try with God’s help 
to gain an understanding of the problem you posed, as follows. You are 
really asking why it is we do evil. Thus we should first of all discuss what 
it is to do evil. Declare your view on this topic. If you cannot summarize 
it briefly, at least acquaint me with your view by calling to mind some 
particular evil deeds.
EVO DI US :  Adultery, murder, and sacrilege – not to mention others that 
time and memory will not allow me to list. Is there anyone to whom these 
deeds do not seem evil?
AUGUS T I N E :  Then tell me first of all why you think it is evil to commit 
adultery. Is it because the law forbids it?
EVO DI US :  It is not evil because it is forbidden by the law. Instead, it is 
forbidden by the law because it is evil.
AUGUS T I N E :  What if someone were to exaggerate the delights of adul-
tery, pressing us insistently why we judge it to be evil and worthy of con-
demnation? Do you think that people who now want to understand, and 
not merely to believe, should take cover in the authority of the law?

Well, for my part I believe as you do. I resolutely believe that adul-
tery is evil, and I proclaim that all societies ought to believe so. But now 
we are trying to know and establish most firmly through understanding 
what we have already accepted on faith. So think it over as carefully as 
you can, and tell me the reason by which you know that adultery is some-
thing evil.

 The Persons of the Trinity are co-eternal, standing in relations of interdependence: The Father 
generates the Son; the Father and the Son spirate the Holy Spirit. Neither is a case of “creation” 
strictly speaking.

 See Jn. : : “All things were made by [the Word], and without Him was not any thing made 
that was made” (partially cited in . . . ). Also  Mac. : : “Look upon the heavens 
and the Earth, and all that is in them, and consider that God made them of things that 
were not.”
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EVO DI US :  I know that it is evil because I would be unwilling to tolerate 
it in the case of my wife. Anyone who does to another what he is not will-
ing to have happen to himself is undoubtedly doing something evil.
AUGUS T I N E :  What if someone’s lust (libido) leads him to offer his wife 
to another, freely tolerating her being violated by him, and in turn desir-
ing to have equal license with the other man’s wife? Does he then seem to 
you to have done nothing evil?
EVO DI US :  On the contrary, a great evil!
AUGUS T I N E :  But he does not sin according to your rule, since he does 
not do what he himself is unwilling to tolerate. Accordingly, you should 
look for something else to prove that adultery is evil.
EVO DI US :  It seems evil to me because I have often seen people con-
demned for this crime.
AUGUS T I N E :  Well, people are often condemned for acting rightly, are 
they not? Look again at history – and, not to send you to other books, look 
at the history which stands out by virtue of its divine authority. You will 
quickly find just how evil we must think the apostles and all the martyrs 
are if we accept that condemnation is a reliable judgment of  evildoing. 
They were all judged to deserve condemnation by their  admission of 
faith. Accordingly, if everything condemned is an evil, it was evil in those 
days to believe in Christ and to profess the faith. But if not everything 
that is condemned is evil, look for something else to establish that adul-
tery is an evil.
EVO DI US :  I have no answer to give you.
AUGUS T I N E :  Then perhaps lust is the evil in adultery, and you will run 
into difficulties as long as you are looking for evil in the outward visible 
deed. Now to understand that lust is the evil in adultery, consider the 
following. If a man does not have the opportunity to sleep with someone 
else’s wife but it is plain somehow that he wants to do so, and that he is 
going to do so should the opportunity arise, he is no less guilty than if he 
were caught in the act.
EVO DI US :  Nothing could be more obvious. Now I see that there is no 
need for a long discussion to persuade me about murder, sacrilege, and in 
fact all other sins. It is clear now that nothing but lust dominates in every 
kind of evildoing.
AUGUS T I N E :  You do know, do you not, that lust is also called “desire”?
EVO DI US :  Yes.
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AUGUS T I N E :  Well, do you think that there is a difference between desire 
and fear, or that there is not?
EVO DI US :  I think there is a great difference between them.
AUGUS T I N E :  I believe you think so because desire pursues its object 
whereas fear avoids it.
EVO DI US :  That is it exactly.
AUGUS T I N E :  Then suppose someone were to kill a person, not out of a 
desire to get something but because of fear that some evil will happen to 
him. Will he not be a murderer?
EVO DI US :  He will indeed. Yet his deed is not free from the domination 
of desire by that token; whoever kills someone in fear surely desires to live 
without fear.
AUGUS T I N E :  And does living without fear seem like a small good to 
you?
EVO DI US :  It is a great good, but the murderer cannot achieve it in any 
way through his crime.
AUGUS T I N E :  I am not asking what he can achieve but what he desires. 
Anyone who desires a life free from fear certainly desires a good thing. 
Hence the desire itself ought not to be blamed; otherwise we shall blame 
all who love the good. The upshot is that we must admit that there are 
cases of murder in which the dominance of evil desire cannot be found, 
and either (a) it will be false that lust dominates in all sins insofar as 
they are evil, or (b) there will be some kind of murder that can be not 
a sin.
EVO DI US :  If murder is killing a human being, it can sometimes happen 
without sin. For instance, a soldier kills an enemy; a judge or his agent 
executes a convicted criminal; someone throws his weapon by chance 
imprudently and against his will. They do not seem to me to be sinning 
when they kill someone.
AUGUS T I N E :  I agree. But they are not usually called murderers, either. 
So tell me: Do you hold that someone who kills his master, at whose 
hands he fears brutal torture, should be counted among those who kill 
someone but do not merit the name of murderer?
EVO DI US :  I see that this case is quite different. In the earlier cases, the 
people were acting according to the laws – or at least not against the 
laws – whereas no law sanctions the crime of this slave.
AUGUS T I N E :  Once again you are calling me back to authority. You must 
remember that we have now undertaken to understand what we believe. 
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We do indeed believe the laws; hence we should try, if we somehow can, 
to grasp whether it is not an error for the law to punish the slave’s deed.
EVO DI US :  The law hardly punishes “in error” since it punishes someone 
who willingly and knowingly puts his master to death, which none of the 
others  does.
AUGUS T I N E :  Well, do you recall having said a little while ago that lust 
dominates in every evil deed, and that a deed is evil due to lust?
EVO DI US :  Of course I do.
AUGUS T I N E :  And have you yourself not also granted that someone who 
desires to live without fear does not have an evil desire?
EVO DI US :  I remember that too.
AUGUS T I N E :  Then, although the master is slain by the slave on 
account of his desire, he is not slain on account of a blameworthy desire. 
Consequently, we have not yet found out why this deed is evil. For we 
agreed that all evildoings are evil precisely because they come about from 
lust, that is, from a blameworthy desire.
EVO DI US :  It seems to me now that the slave was condemned unjustly. 
Yet I would not dream of saying so if I had another reply to offer.
AUGUS T I N E :  Is it so? You convinced yourself that so great a crime 
should go unpunished before considering whether the slave desired to 
have no fear of his master so as to gratify his lusts. Surely evil people 
desire to live without fear, just as good people do. But the difference is as 
follows. Good people pursue this by turning their love away from things 
that cannot be possessed without the risk of losing them. Evil people, on 
the other hand, try to remove hindrances so that they may securely attach 
themselves to these things to be enjoyed. The end result is that they lead 
a life full of crime and wickedness, a life which is better called death.
EVO DI US :  I have regained my wits now. I am glad to know so plainly 
the nature of that blameworthy desire referred to as “lust.” It has become 
apparent that lust is the love of things one can lose against one’s will. So, 
if you agree, let us now look into whether lust dominates in sacrilege too – 
most of the cases of sacrilege we see are committed out of superstition.
AUGUS T I N E :  Make sure the question is not premature. First of all, I 
think there should be a discussion whether a charging enemy or a mur-
derer attacking from ambush may be killed without lust, but for the sake 
of one’s life, freedom, or chastity.

 The soldiers and judges mentioned in . . . .
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EVO DI US :  How can I think that people are free of lust if they fight fero-
ciously for things that can be lost against their will? On the other hand, if 
such things cannot be lost, what need is there to resort to killing someone 
for their sake?
AUGUS T I N E :  Therefore, the law is unjust which grants permission (a) 
to a traveler to kill a highway robber, so as not to be killed himself; (b) 
to any man or woman to slay a rapist in his onslaught, if possible, before 
enduring rape. Indeed, the law bids a soldier to kill the enemy, and if 
he holds back from this bloodshed he pays the penalties from his com-
mander. Surely we will not dream of calling these laws unjust – or rather, 
not to call them “laws” at all, for a law that is not just does not seem to 
me to be a law.
EVO DI US :  I see that the law is well protected against this kind of charge. 
[ ] The law gives the people whom it governs permission to do lesser evils 
in order to avoid greater ones. It is much more civilized that someone who 
plots against another’s life be killed rather than the one who is protecting 
his own life; it is much more barbarous that someone unwillingly endure 
a rape than that the assailant be slain by his intended victim.
[ ] Furthermore, in killing the enemy a soldier is then acting as an agent 
of the law, and thus easily does his duty without lust. 
[ ] Besides, the law itself, which was enacted for the protection of society, 
can hardly be accused of lust – at least assuming that the lawgiver, if he 
enacted the law at God’s bidding (namely as eternal justice prescribes), 
was able to do so entirely free of lust. However, even if he did decree 
the law out of some lust, it does not follow that obeying the law must be 
accompanied by lust. A good law can be enacted by a lawgiver who is not 
himself a good person. For example, if someone who had seized tyran-
nical power were to accept a bribe from an interested party leading him 
to decree that it is illegal to run off with a woman, even for marriage, 
the law will not thereby be evil merely because the one who enacted it 
is unjust and corrupt. Therefore, the law that bids enemy force to be 
repulsed by equal force, to protect the citizens, can be obeyed without 
lust. The same thing can be said regarding all officials who wield their 
powers in accordance with law and the established order.

Yet even if the law is blameless, I do not see how the people involved 
can be blameless. The law does not force them to kill, but merely leaves it 
in their power. Hence they are free not to kill anyone for things they can 
lose against their will, which they should therefore not love. With respect 
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to life,  someone could perhaps be in doubt whether it is somehow taken 
away from the soul when the body dies. Yet if life can be taken away, it 
should be held of little worth. On the other hand, if it cannot, there is 
nothing to fear. With respect to chastity, well, seeing that it is a virtue, 
who would doubt that it is located in the mind itself? Therefore, it cannot 
be taken away by a violent rapist. Hence anything that was about to be 
taken away by the one who was killed is not completely in our power. For 
this reason, I do not understand why it should be called “ours.” In the 
end, I do not find fault with the law that permits such people to be killed. 
Yet I have not found any way to defend those who do the killing.
AUGUS T I N E :  I am even less able to find out why you are looking to 
defend people whom no law finds guilty.
EVO DI US :  Well, perhaps no law among those that are public and pro-
claimed by human beings. I rather suspect they are guilty according to a 
more powerful and hidden law, if divine providence oversees all things. 
How indeed are they free of sin in the eyes of divine providence? They 
have been stained with human blood for the sake of things that should be 
held of little worth. Therefore, it seems to me that a law drafted to gov-
ern society rightly permits these things, and also that divine providence 
rightly redresses them. The former has in its scope redressing deeds suf-
ficiently to maintain peace among unenlightened people, to the extent that 
such deeds can be governed by human beings. The other faults, however, 
have different penalties appropriate to them, from which wisdom alone, it 
seems to me, can free them.
AUGUS T I N E :  I approve and endorse this distinction of yours. Even 
though it is just a beginning and not complete, it confidently aims at 
exalted heights. For it seems to you that the law that is enacted to govern 
states tolerates and leaves unpunished many things, which are neverthe-
less redressed by divine providence (and rightly so). Yet it does not fol-
low that just because the law does not accomplish everything, we should 
disapprove of what it does accomplish.

If you agree, let us look carefully at (a) the extent to which retribution 
for evildoings should be exacted by the law that controls society in this 
life, and then at (b) what remains, which is punished by divine providence 
in a more unavoidable, yet hidden, fashion.

 Life and chastity are examples of things that can be lost against one’s will, namely by murder 
and rape.
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EVO DI US :  Yes. If only we could get to the end of such a great issue! 
Personally, I think it is endless.
AUGUS T I N E :  Have courage, and set out along the roads of reason with 
the support of religiousness. There is nothing so demanding or diffi-
cult that is not made completely plain and easy with God’s assistance. 
Therefore, let us look into (a) and (b), trusting in God and praying for 
His aid. First of all, tell me whether promulgating a written law is helpful 
to human beings living this present life.
EVO DI US :  Obviously. States and societies are made up out of these 
human beings.
AUGUS T I N E :  Well, these human beings and societies are the same sort 
of things. Are they eternal and completely unable to change or perish? Or 
are they instead changeable and subject to time?
EVO DI US :  Changeable, plainly, and subject to time; who could doubt it?
AUGUS T I N E :  Suppose that a society were well ordered, responsible, 
and a watchful guardian of the common welfare, one in which each 
 person regards his private interest as less valuable than the public inter-
est. Then is it not right to enact a law whereby this society is allowed to 
create its own governing officials, through whom the public interest is 
overseen?
EVO DI US :  Quite right.
AUGUS T I N E :  Well, now suppose that the same society gradually 
becomes corrupted. Private interest is put before public interest; votes 
are bought and sold; degraded by those who covet honors, society hands 
its rulership over to disgraceful criminals. Would it not again be right if a 
good person were then found, someone more capable than the rest, who 
would take the power to confer honors away from society and restrict its 
choice to a few good people, or even to just one good person?
EVO DI US :  Rightly so.
AUGUS T I N E :  Then, although these two laws  seem to be contrary to one 
another – one of them vests the power of conferring honors in the society, 
whereas the other takes it away – and although the latter was enacted so 
that the two laws cannot both hold simultaneously in one state, are we to 
say that one of them is unjust and hardly ought to have been enacted?
EVO DI US :  Not at all.

 The law investing society with the right to create its own governing officials ( . . . ), and the 
law restricting that power to only a few people ( . . . ).
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AUGUS T I N E :  Then let us call a law temporal if, although it is just, it can 
justly be changed in the course of time. Do you agree?
EVO DI US :  Fine.
AUGUS T I N E :  Well, consider the law referred to as “supreme reason.”  
It should always be obeyed; through it good people deserve a happy life 
and evil people an unhappy one; and finally through it temporal law is 
both rightly enacted and rightly changed. Any intelligent person can see 
that it is unchangeable and eternal. Can it ever be unjust that evil people 
are unhappy while good people are happy? Can it ever be unjust that an 
orderly and responsible society sets up governing officials for itself while 
a dissolute and worthless society lacks this privilege?
EVO DI US :  I see that this law is eternal and unchangeable.
AUGUS T I N E :  I think you also see, along with this, that nothing in 
the temporal law is just and legitimate which human beings have not 
derived from the eternal law. If a given society justly conferred honors 
at one time but not at another, this shift in the temporal law, to be just, 
must derive from the eternal law whereby it is always just for a respon-
sible society to confer honors and not for an irresponsible one. Is your 
view different?
EVO DI US :  No, I agree.
AUGUS T I N E :  So to explain concisely as far as I can the notion of eternal 
law that is stamped on us: It is the law according to which it is just for all 
things to be completely in order. If you think otherwise, say so.
EVO DI US :  I have no objection. What you say is true.
AUGUS T I N E :  This law, on the basis of which all temporal laws made to 
govern human beings are altered [at different times], is one. Therefore it 
cannot itself be altered in any way, can it?
EVO DI US :  I understand that this cannot happen at all. No force, no 
chance, no disaster could ever make it not just for things to be completely 
in order.
AUGUS T I N E :  Very well. Now let us see how a human being may be 
completely in order within himself. For a society is made up of human 
beings bound together under one law – a temporal law, as we noted. Tell 
me whether you are completely certain that you are alive.
EVO DI US :  What could I say that is more certain?

 Cicero, Laws . : “Supreme reason is the law implanted in nature, which enjoins what ought 
to be done and forbids the contrary.”
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AUGUS T I N E :  Well, can you distinguish being alive and knowing yourself 
to be alive?
EVO DI US :  I know that nobody knows himself to be alive unless he is 
alive, but I do not know whether everyone alive knows himself to be 
alive.
AUGUS T I N E :  How I wish you also knew what you believe, namely that 
animals lack reason; our examination would quickly get past this ques-
tion. But since you say that you do not know, you are initiating a long 
discussion. The issue is not the sort of thing we can skip over. If we do, 
we may not succeed in reaching our goal with as tight a chain of reason-
ing as I think it requires.

So tell me this. We often see wild animals dominated by human 
beings – that is, not merely the animal’s body, but even its spirit is so sub-
jugated that it is enslaved to human will by habit and inclination. Do you 
think it could somehow happen that a wild animal, however ferocious or 
strong or cunning, could in turn try to subjugate a human being (even 
though many wild animals are able to destroy the human body either by 
sheer force or by a surprise attack)?
EVO DI US :  This cannot possibly happen.
AUGUS T I N E :  Right you are! But again, tell me this. It is clear that many 
wild animals easily surpass human beings in strength and in other physi-
cal abilities. What is it in virtue of which a human being is superior, so 
that he can command many wild animals, yet none of them commands 
him? Is it not perhaps what we usually call reason or understanding?
EVO DI US :  I don’t find anything else, since that in virtue of which we are 
superior to animals is in the mind. If they were inanimate, I would say 
that we are more excellent than them because we are animate. However, 
since they are animate, something is not present in their souls (and so we 
tame them) that is present in ours, so that we are better than they are. 
Since it is apparent to anyone that this is neither insignificant nor trivial, 
what else shall I call it more rightly than “reason”?
AUGUS T I N E :  See how easy it becomes, with God’s help, to do what 
people think is most difficult. I for one admit that I thought this ques-
tion, which I see has now been settled, was going to hold us back for 
perhaps as long as all the topics we have covered since our discussion 
began. Therefore, keep it in mind now, so that our reasoning is airtight 
hereafter. I think you are aware that what we call “knowing” is nothing 
other than having in reason what was perceived.
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EVO DI US :  Yes.
AUGUS T I N E :  Then whoever knows himself to be alive does not lack 
reason.
EVO DI US :  That follows.
AUGUS T I N E :  Yet wild animals are alive and, as is now plainly obvious, 
they do not have reason.
EVO DI US :  That is clear.
AUGUS T I N E :  Then look! You now know what you claimed, in your 
[earlier] reply, you did not know.  Not everything alive knows itself to be 
alive, whereas everything that knows itself to be alive necessarily is alive.
EVO DI US :  I no longer have any doubts. Continue where you are heading. 
I have learned well that being alive is one thing, knowing yourself to be 
alive quite another.
AUGUS T I N E :  So which of the two seems to you to be more excellent?
EVO DI US :  What do you think? The knowledge of life.
AUGUS T I N E :  Does the knowledge of life seem better to you than life 
itself? Or do you perhaps understand knowledge as a higher and more 
authentic life? For nobody can know except those who have understand-
ing, which itself is nothing but living a more enlightened and perfect life 
in accordance with the light of the mind. Unless I am mistaken, you have 
accordingly not rated anything else above life, but a better life above just 
any life at all.
EVO DI US :  You have grasped and explained my view wonderfully well. 
As long as knowledge can never be evil, that is.
AUGUS T I N E :  I think there is no way [for that to be so], unless we stretch 
the word “knowledge” to cover mere experience. Experience is not always 
good: for instance, experiencing punishments. But how can “knowledge” 
in the strict and proper sense be evil, since it is acquired by reason and 
understanding?
EVO DI US :  I grasp the distinction. Keep going.
AUGUS T I N E :  This is what I want to say. That by which humans are 
ranked above animals, whatever it is, be it more correctly called “mind” 
or “spirit” or both – we find both terms in Scripture – if it dominates and 
commands the rest of what a human consists in, then that human being 
is completely in order.

 See . . . .
 Augustine is addressing the question raised in . . . , namely “how a human being may be 

completely in order within himself.”
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We recognize that we share many common characteristics not only 
with animals but with trees and plants too. We see that taking bodily 
nutrition, growing, reproducing, and flourishing are also attributes of 
trees, and are contained in a lower level of life. We also note that wild 
animals are able to see, hear, and sense material objects by smell or taste 
or touch. We admit that their senses are often sharper than ours. Add to 
this energy, vigor, strength in arms and legs, the swiftness and agility of 
bodily movements: In all these qualities we are superior to some animals, 
equal to others, and even surpassed by some. Nevertheless, qualities of 
this sort are surely shared by human beings and animals, despite the fact 
that every action in an animal’s life is pursuing physical pleasures and 
avoiding discomforts.

There are other features that seem not to occur among animals but are 
not the highest attributes in human beings. Take joking and laughing. 
Anyone judging human nature most rightly holds that these features are 
indeed human, but the least important part of a human being. Next, there 
is the love of praise and of glory, and the drive to dominate. Although 
absent in animals, we should not be thought better than animals because 
we lust after these things. When the pursuit of these things is not con-
trolled by reason it makes us unhappy, and no one ever thought to rank 
himself above others on account of unhappiness.

Thus a human being should be called “in order” when these selfsame 
impulses of the soul are dominated by reason. For it should not be called 
the right order, or even “order” at all, when the better are controlled by 
the worse. Do you not think so?
EVO DI US :  It is clear.
AUGUS T I N E :  Therefore, when reason (or mind or spirit) governs irra-
tional mental impulses, a human being is dominated by the very thing 
whose dominance is prescribed by the law we have found to be eternal.
EVO DI US :  I understand and agree.
AUGUS T I N E :  Then a human being who is arranged in order in this way 
seems to you to be wise, is that not so?
EVO DI US :  I do not know who could seem wise if not this person!
AUGUS T I N E :  I believe you also know that most people are fools.
EVO DI US :  That is true enough.
AUGUS T I N E :  Well, if fools are the opposite of the wise, since we 
have ascertained who is wise, you surely now understand who the fool 
is too.
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EVO DI US :  Is it not obvious? The fool is someone in whom the mind does 
not have supreme power.
AUGUS T I N E :  Then what should we say when people are so afflicted? 
That they have no mind, or that they do have a mind but it lacks 
dominance?
EVO DI US :  The latter.
AUGUS T I N E :  I would very much like to hear from you the grounds on 
which you hold that there is a mind in someone when it does not exercise 
its sovereignty!
EVO DI US :  I hope you are willing to do your share as well. It is not easy 
for me to shoulder the burden.
AUGUS T I N E :  It should at least be easy for you to recall what we said a 
bit earlier. Just as wild animals are broken by human beings and then 
remain tame, so too humans would suffer the same from animals in 
their turn, as the argument proved, were they not somehow superior to 
them. Now we did not find this superiority in the body; therefore, since 
it is apparent that it is in the soul, we found that it should be called 
“ reason.” We later remembered that this is also dubbed “mind” and 
“spirit”; even if reason and mind are not the same, surely only mind 
can make use of reason, and hence it follows that whatever has reason 
cannot be without mind.
EVO DI US :  I do remember these points and still hold them.
AUGUS T I N E :  Well, do you believe that only the wise can tame animals? 
(I call “wise” those whom truth bids be so called, namely those who have 
attained peace by subjugating lust to the mind’s full governance.)
EVO DI US :  It is silly to regard as wise those people who are commonly 
called “animal trainers” – or likewise shepherds or cowboys or horse-
men, all of whom we see controlling tame animals and working to control 
untamed animals.
AUGUS T I N E :  See! You therefore have compelling evidence to make it 
clear that mind may be present in a human being without being domi-
nant. It is present in these people, for they do things they could not do 
without mind. Yet it does not govern, for they are fools, and we know 
quite well that mind’s governance is characteristic only of the wise.
EVO DI US :  I am astonished that we already reached this conclusion ear-
lier and yet I was not able to think of what to say to you. Well, let us take 

 See . . .  and . . .  for the first point, and . . .  for the conclusion.
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up other matters, for now we have found out that human wisdom is the 
governance of the human mind, and also that it might not govern.
AUGUS T I N E :  Do you think that lust is more powerful than the mind 
itself, which we know has been granted governance over lusts by eter-
nal law? I do not myself think so. The weaker commanding the stronger 
would not be a case of being completely in order. Accordingly, I think the 
mind must be more powerful than desire for the very reason that it rightly 
and justly dominates desire.
EVO DI US :  I think so too.
AUGUS T I N E :  Well, are we going to hesitate over putting every virtue 
ahead of every vice, such that virtue is stronger and more unbeatable to 
the extent that it is better and more exalted?
EVO DI US :  Not at all.
AUGUS T I N E :  Then no vice-ridden mind overcomes a mind equipped 
with virtue.
EVO DI US :  That is completely true.
AUGUS T I N E :  Now I think you will not deny that any kind of mind at all 
is better and more powerful than every physical object.
EVO DI US :  Nobody denies this who sees, as is easily done, that a living 
substance is more valuable than a non-living one, and that a substance 
imparting life is more valuable than one receiving it.
AUGUS T I N E :  Then so much the less does a physical object of any sort 
overthrow a mind endowed with virtue.
EVO DI US :  Most evidently.
AUGUS T I N E :  Well, can a just mind (animus) – a mind (mens)  safeguarding 
its proper right and command – cast down from its stronghold and 
 subjugate to lust another mind governing with equal justice and virtue?
EVO DI US :  By no means. Not only is there the same degree of superior-
ity in each, but a mind that attempts to do this to another will fall away 
from justice and become vice-ridden, and thereby will be weaker than 
the other.
AUGUS T I N E :  You understand quite well. Consequently, it remains for 
you to declare, if you can, whether you think anything is more excellent 
than a wise and rational mind.
EVO DI US :  Nothing but God, I think.
AUGUS T I N E :  That is also my view. Yet even though we hold this view 
with the strongest faith possible, the matter is difficult, and it is not 
appropriate to look into it now with a view to understanding it; we should 
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complete a careful and diligent treatment of the question at hand. For the 
time being, we are able to know that, whatever the nature may be that is 
appropriately superior to a mind powerful in virtue, it cannot be in any 
way unjust. Thus even this nature, despite having the power, will not 
enslave a mind to lust.
EVO DI US :  Surely everyone would unhesitatingly go along with your 
argument up to this point.
AUGUS T I N E :  Therefore, since (a) anything equal or superior to a gov-
erning mind possessed of virtue does not make it the servant of lust, on 
account of justice, and since in addition (b) anything inferior to it could 
not do this, on account of weakness, as the points we have agreed on 
between us establish, we are left with this conclusion: Nothing makes the 
mind a devotee of desire but its own will and free choice.
EVO DI US :  I see no other conclusion so necessary to draw.
AUGUS T I N E :  It follows, as you might already think, that such a mind 
justly pays the penalties for so great a sin.
EVO DI US :  I cannot deny it.
AUGUS T I N E :  Well, then, should we count this as a light penalty? Lust 
dominates the mind and drags it back and forth, despoiled of the richness 
of virtue, poor and needy; at one moment taking falsehoods for truths 
and even making a practice of defending them, at another rejecting what 
it had previously accepted and nonetheless rushing to other falsehoods; 
now withholding its assent and often in dread of clear lines of argument; 
now despairing of the whole enterprise of finding the truth, lingering 
deep within the shadows of foolishness; now  struggling towards the 
light of understanding but again falling back from it due to  exhaustion. 
All the while, that reign of desires savagely tyrannizes and batters a 
person’s whole life and mind with storms raging in all directions. On 
this side fear, on that desire; on this side anxiety, on that empty spuri-
ous enjoyment; on this side torment over the loss of something loved, 
on that ardor to acquire something not possessed; on this side sorrows 
for an injury received, on that the burning to redress it. Whichever way 
one turns, greed can pinch, extravagance squander, ambition enslave, 
pride puff up, envy twist, laziness overcome, stubbornness provoke, 
submissiveness oppress – these and countless others throng the realm of 
lust, having the run of it. Can we think that this penalty, which (as you 
 recognize) all who do not hold fast to wisdom must suffer, is in the end 
trivial?
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EVO DI US :  I do judge this penalty to be harsh. But it is completely just 
if someone currently at the heights of wisdom were to choose to descend 
from there and to be the slave of lust. However, it is uncertain whether 
there can be anyone who has willed or who does will to do this. We believe 
that human beings were so perfectly created by God and established in a 
happy life that it was only by their own will that they fell from this condi-
tion to the afflictions of mortal life.  Yet even though I hold this with the 
firmest faith, I have not yet arrived at an understanding of it. If you think 
that we should defer a careful investigation into this matter for now, you 
do so against my will.

However, what bothers me the most is why we, who are certainly fools 
and have never been wise, should suffer such bitter penalties. Yet we are 
said to suffer these things deservedly, for abandoning the stronghold 
of virtue and choosing to be the slave of lust. Were you to clear this up 
through careful reasoning, should you be able, I would not allow you to 
postpone doing so.
AUGUS T I N E :  Up to now, you have talked as though you had plainly 
found out for certain that we have never been wise, paying attention only 
to the time since we were born into this life. But since wisdom is in the 
mind, there is a deep question (and a deep mystery) whether the mind 
had lived some other kind of life before its partnership with the body, 
and whether it lived wisely at some point. This question should really be 
addressed in its proper place.  In any event, it does not prevent clarifying 
as much as possible what we now have on our hands. So tell me: We have 
a will, do we not?
EVO DI US :  I do not know.
AUGUS T I N E :  Do you not want to know this?
EVO DI US :  I do not know this either.
AUGUS T I N E :  Then from now on ask me no more questions!
EVO DI US :  Why not?
AUGUS T I N E :  Because I am not required to answer your questions unless 
you are willing to know what you are asking about. Henceforth, unless 
you want to attain wisdom, I should not discuss these matters with you. 
Finally, you cannot be my friend unless you want my well-being. Then 

 The reference is to Adam and Eve in Paradise, and their Fall.
 Augustine returns to the question of the soul’s antenatal existence in . . . – . . . , 

though he never arrives at a settled view.
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you, for your part, will see in respect of yourself whether you have no will 
for the happy life.
EVO DI US :  That we have a will cannot be denied, I admit. Go on; let us 
see what you are going to do with this.
AUGUS T I N E :  I shall do so. But first tell me whether you think you have 
a good will.
EVO DI US :  What is a good will?
AUGUS T I N E :  A will by which we seek to live rightly and honorably, and 
to attain the highest wisdom. Now see whether you do not seek a right 
and honorable life, and whether you do not passionately want to be wise – 
or at least whether you would venture to deny that we have a good will 
when we want these things.
EVO DI US :  I deny none of these things. Accordingly, I grant not only that 
I have a will, but also that it is good.
AUGUS T I N E :  How much regard do you have for this will, I ask you? 
Do you think that riches or honors or bodily pleasures, or all of these 
together, are to be compared to it in any respect?
EVO DI US :  God forbid such horrendous madness!
AUGUS T I N E :  Should we then not rejoice a little that in the mind we 
have something – I am speaking of the good will itself – in comparison 
with which all the things we have mentioned are completely unimpor-
tant, things in pursuit of which we see many people spare no efforts or 
avoid no dangers?
EVO DI US :  We should rejoice a great deal.
AUGUS T I N E :  Well, do you think that those who do not feel this rejoic-
ing suffer a slight loss when deprived of so great a good?
EVO DI US :  On the contrary, they suffer the greatest loss.
AUGUS T I N E :  Then I think you see now that it lies in our will to enjoy or 
to lack such a great and genuine good. For what is so much in the power 
of the will as the will itself? When anyone has a good will, he surely has 
something to be put far ahead of all earthly kingdoms and all bodily 
pleasures. Anyone who does not have a good will certainly lacks the very 
thing the will alone would provide through itself, something more excel-
lent than all the goods not within our power. Thus while someone will 

 In this exchange, “want” and “will” are versions of the same Latin word: uelle, “to will” or “to 
want” or even “to wish (for)” in its verbal form; uoluntas, “the will” or “(a) want” or “wish” in 
its nominal form.
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judge himself thoroughly unhappy if he has lost his glorious reputation, 
great wealth, and whatever bodily goods, will you not by contrast judge 
him to be thoroughly unhappy even if he has all such things in abun-
dance? For he holds fast to things that can easily be lost, and he does not 
have them when he wants to. Furthermore, he lacks a good will, which is 
not to be compared with these things – and, even though it is so great a 
good, it is only necessary to will in order to have it.
EVO DI US :  Quite true.
AUGUS T I N E :  Then even if foolish people have never been wise – an 
uncertain and very obscure point  – they are rightly and deservedly 
afflicted with these sorts of miseries.
EVO DI US :  I agree.
AUGUS T I N E :  Now consider whether prudence  seems to you to be 
knowledge of things to be pursued and avoided.
EVO DI US :  It does.
AUGUS T I N E :  Well, is bravery not the psychological state by which we 
attribute little value to all hardships and losses of things that are not 
within our power?
EVO DI US :  So I hold.
AUGUS T I N E :  What is more, moderateness is the state that checks and 
restrains the appetite from things it pursues disgracefully. Do you think 
otherwise?
EVO DI US :  Quite the contrary; I think it is as you say.
AUGUS T I N E :  Then what should we say justice is but the virtue by which 
each receives his due?
EVO DI US :  I have no other conception of justice.
AUGUS T I N E :  Therefore, anyone who has a good will (whose  superiority 
we have been discussing for a long time now) would embrace this one 
thing  as an unsurpassable delight – on the one hand pleasing himself, 
on the other hand taking complete satisfaction and rejoicing to think of it, 
judging how great it is and how it cannot be stolen or taken away against 

 Augustine is leaving open the possibility that foolish people were “wise” in the sense that their 
souls, before birth, were acquainted with wisdom: a clear allusion to the doctrine of Recollection 
in Plato’s Meno. See . . . .

 Prudence, bravery, moderateness, and justice are the traditional four cardinal virtues; Augustine 
takes them up here in order.

 “This one thing”: the good will. Augustine’s initial “therefore” suggests that he is speaking 
about the virtue of justice, but . .  makes it plain that it is the good will here.
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his will. Can we have any doubt that he is going to set himself against 
anything inimical to this one good?
EVO DI US :  He must set himself against it completely.
AUGUS T I N E :  Do we think someone is not equipped with prudence if he 
sees that this good should be pursued and things that are opposed to it 
should be avoided?
EVO DI US :  It does not seem to me that anyone can do this without 
prudence.
AUGUS T I N E :  Right! But why do we not attribute bravery to this person 
too? He cannot love or value highly all those things that are not in our 
power. They are loved by the evil will, which he must resist as inimical to 
his own most cherished good. But since he does not love them, he is not 
pained by their loss and holds them as utterly worthless. As we declared 
and agreed earlier,  this is the work of bravery.
EVO DI US :  Let us indeed attribute bravery to him. I do not think I could 
more truly call anyone brave than a person who bears with equanimity 
the loss of things that it is not in our power to get or keep, which we have 
found this person necessarily does.
AUGUS T I N E :  Now see whether we can deprive him of moderateness, 
since this is the virtue that restrains our lusts. What indeed is as harm-
ful to a good will as lust? From this you surely recognize that the person 
who loves his own good will resists lusts in every way and sets himself 
against them, and so is rightly called moderate.
EVO DI US :  I agree. Go on.
AUGUS T I N E :  Justice remains. I do not see at all how this person could 
lack it. Someone who possesses and takes delight in the good will, stand-
ing against whatever is inimical to it, as mentioned, cannot have ill-will 
towards anyone. Therefore, it follows that he would do injury to no one. 
This can happen only if he gives to each his due – and when I said that 
this pertains to justice, I think you remember that you agreed.
EVO DI US :  I do remember, and I agree that all four virtues you sketched 
a little while ago, with my agreement, are found in anyone who takes 
delight in his own good will and regards it highly.
AUGUS T I N E :  Then does anything prevent our granting that his life is 
praiseworthy?

 See . . . .
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EVO DI US :  Absolutely nothing. Quite the opposite; all these points 
encourage and even compel us to do so.
AUGUS T I N E :  Well, is there any way you can avoid judging that the 
unhappy life should be avoided?
EVO DI US :  No. That is exactly what I think should be done.
AUGUS T I N E :  But surely you do not think that a praiseworthy life should 
be avoided, do you?
EVO DI US :  If nothing else, it should be eagerly pursued.
AUGUS T I N E :  Therefore, a praiseworthy life is not unhappy.
EVO DI US :  That does indeed follow.
AUGUSTINE: Then as far as I can tell, no further difficulty stands in 
the way of your acknowledging that a life which is not unhappy is 
happy.
EVO DI US :  That is completely clear.
AUGUS T I N E :  Hence we agree that someone is happy when he takes 
delight in his own good will, and on account of it he attributes little worth 
to anything else that is called good but can be lost even when the will to 
retain it remains.
EVO DI US :  Of course. That logically follows from the points we granted 
earlier.
AUGUS T I N E :  You have understood quite well. But please tell me: Is 
not taking delight in one’s own good will, and valuing it as highly as we 
described, itself the good will?
EVO DI US :  That is true.
AUGUS T I N E :  If we correctly judged that this person [who has and takes 
delight in his own good will] is happy, is it not correct that anyone having 
a contrary will is unhappy?
EVO DI US :  Quite correct.
AUGUS T I N E :  Therefore, is there any reason for us to hesitate in  thinking 
that even if we have never been wise before, nevertheless it is by our will 
that we have and deserve either a happy and praiseworthy life, or an 
unhappy and disgraceful one?
EVO DI US :  We have reached this conclusion by certain and undeniable 
steps.
AUGUS T I N E :  Look at this point as well. I think you recall how we 
described the good will, namely as that by which we seek to live rightly 
and honorably.
EVO DI US :  Yes, I remember.
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AUGUS T I N E :  Hence if it is precisely by a good will that we embrace 
and take delight in this will, and put it ahead of all the things that we 
are unable to retain just by willing to do so, then, as the argument has 
shown, our mind will possess those very virtues whose possession is the 
same thing as living rightly and honorably. The upshot is that anyone 
who wills to live rightly and honorably, if he wills himself to will this 
instead of transient goods, acquires so great a possession with such ease 
that having what he willed is nothing other for him than willing it.
EVO DI US :  To tell the truth, I can scarcely keep myself from shouting for 
joy, when such a great and easily acquired good has suddenly sprung up 
before me!
AUGUS T I N E :  If indeed the joy occasioned by acquiring this good  elevates 
the mind calmly, peacefully, and steadfastly, this is called the happy life. 
You do not think that living happily is something other than rejoicing in 
genuine and certain goods, do you?
EVO DI US :  No, I agree with you.
AUGUS T I N E :  Quite right. But do you think there is anyone who does not 
will and decide upon the happy life in all ways?
EVO DI US :  Who doubts that everyone wills it?
AUGUS T I N E :  Then why do they not all attain it? We had said and agreed 
that it is by the will that people deserve the happy life, and it is also by 
the will that they deserve the unhappy life; the end result is that people 
deserve what they get. But now some sort of contradiction has cropped 
up, and, unless we look into the matter carefully, it will work to under-
mine the earlier carefully crafted and solid argument. How does anyone 
suffer an unhappy life by his will, since absolutely no one wills to live 
unhappily? That is, how does someone gain the happy life through the 
will, when everyone wants to be happy and yet so many are unhappy?

Does it happen because it is one thing to will in a good or evil man-
ner, another to deserve something due to a good or evil will? Those who 
are happy (who must also be good) are not happy simply because they 
willed to live happily. Even evil people will this. Instead, it is because 
they willed to live rightly, which evil people are unwilling to do. For this 
reason, it is no wonder that unhappy people do not attain what they will, 
namely the happy life. They do not likewise will what goes along with 
it, namely living rightly, and without willing this no one is worthy of the 
happy life or attains it. The eternal law – it is now time for us to consider 
it again – established firmly with unchangeable stability that deserts are 
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in the will, whereas reward and punishment are in happiness and unhap-
piness.  Thus when we say that people are unhappy due to the will, we 
are not thereby saying that they will to be unhappy, but rather that they 
are in a condition of will upon which must follow unhappinesses, even 
against their will. Accordingly, the fact that all people will to be happy 
and yet are not able to be happy does not contradict our earlier argument, 
because not all will to live rightly; the happy life is due to this one will. 
Do you have anything to say against these claims?
EVO DI US :  Nothing. Instead, let us see now how they are related to the 
question at hand about the two kinds of law [temporal and eternal].
AUGUS T I N E :  Yes, but first tell me this. Does not someone who takes 
delight in living rightly – enjoying it so that the life not only is right for 
him but also is pleasant and agreeable – does he not, I ask, love and hold 
most dear the law by which he sees that the happy life is bestowed upon 
the good will, and the unhappy life is bestowed upon the evil will?
EVO DI US :  He loves it completely and wholeheartedly, for it is in follow-
ing the selfsame law that he lives as he does.
AUGUS T I N E :  Well, when he loves the law, does he love something 
changeable and temporal, or something stable and everlasting?
EVO DI US :  Surely eternal and unchangeable.
AUGUS T I N E :  What about those who persist in their evil will but none-
theless desire to be happy? Are they able to love the law by which people 
such as themselves are deservedly punished by unhappiness?
EVO DI US :  Not at all, I think.
AUGUS T I N E :  They do not love anything else, do they?
EVO DI US :  On the contrary, many things – namely the things their evil 
will is bent on acquiring or keeping.
AUGUS T I N E :  I think you are talking about riches, honors, pleasures, 
physical beauty, and all the other things that they can fail to acquire 
despite willing to, and can lose against their will.
EVO DI US :  Those are the very things.
AUGUS T I N E :  Surely you do not think that these things are eternal? You 
see that they are subject to the vicissitudes of time.
EVO DI US :  Who but a madman would hold this?

 Augustine is perhaps thinking of . . – . . . , although the view that deserts are in the 
will is expressed more clearly in . . . – . . . .
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AUGUS T I N E :  Then since it is clear that some people love eternal things 
and others temporal things, and since we have agreed that there are two 
laws, one eternal and the other temporal – if you know anything about 
fairness, which group do you judge should be subject to the eternal law, 
and which to temporal law?
EVO DI US :  I think the answer to your question is obvious. I hold that 
happy people dwell under the eternal law, due to their love for eternal 
things, whereas temporal law is imposed on unhappy people.
AUGUS T I N E :  You are right, provided you hold resolutely what our argu-
ment has already established explicitly: People subservient to temporal 
law cannot be free from the eternal law, from which we said all things that 
are just, or are justly altered, are derived. You understand well enough 
that people who hold fast to the eternal law through their good will have 
no need of temporal law, as is apparent.
EVO DI US :  Yes.
AUGUS T I N E :  Hence the eternal law commands us to turn our love aside 
from temporal things and to turn it, purified, towards eternal things.
EVO DI US :  It does.
AUGUS T I N E :  Now when people, through desire, hold fast to things that 
can be called ours only for a time, do you not think that the temporal law 
prescribes that they possess them by right – namely the right by which 
peace and human intercourse are preserved, to the extent they can be 
preserved in the case of these things?

These things are as follows: (i) this body and what are called its goods, 
such as sound health, keen senses, strength, beauty, and whatever other 
goods there may be, some of which are necessary for good skills and 
should therefore be more highly valued, while others should be consid-
ered less valuable; (ii) freedom, which is genuine only if it belongs to 
happy people who adhere to the eternal law, but for now I am discuss-
ing the “freedom” by which people who have no human masters think 
of themselves as free and which those who want to be set free by their 
human masters desire; (iii) parents, brothers, a spouse, children, neigh-
bors, relatives, friends, and anyone else bound to us by some close rela-
tionship; (iv) the state, which typically has the role of a parent; (v) honors 
and praise and what is called “celebrity”; and finally (vi) property, under 
which single name we classify everything we control by right and appear 
to have the power to sell or give away.
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It is difficult and tedious to explain how the law distributes each of 
these things to those to whom they are due, and plainly it is unneces-
sary for the task at hand. It is enough to recognize that the power of the 
temporal law to redress deeds does not extend further than taking these 
goods (or some of them) away from the one being punished, depriving 
him of them. Therefore, temporal law restrains through fear. It twists 
and turns the minds of the people, for whose governance it was designed, 
to what it wants. As long as people are afraid to lose these goods, they 
maintain a certain mode of conduct in using them, one appropriate to 
holding together whatever kind of state can be set up with such people. 
Retribution for sin is not exacted when they love these goods, but rather 
when they are taken away from others through dishonesty.

Accordingly, see whether we have now reached the end of what you 
thought endless, for we meant to investigate how far the law governing 
earthly societies and states has the right to exact retribution.
EVO DI US :  We have.
AUGUS T I N E :  Then you also see that there would be no penalty, whether 
imposed on human beings through injury or some kind of redress, if they 
did not love things that can be taken away against their will.
EVO DI US :  I see that too.
AUGUS T I N E :  Hence the selfsame things are used in a good manner by 
one person and in an evil manner by another. The person who uses them 
in an evil manner holds fast to them with love and is tangled up with 
them. That is to say, he is controlled by things that he ought to con-
trol, and, in setting them up as goods for himself that need to be put in 
order and treated properly, he holds himself back from the [true] good. 
However, the person who uses them rightly shows that they are goods, 
but not his own goods, for they do not make him good or better. Instead, 
they become good or better due to him. Hence he does not attach himself 
to them with love. Nor does he make them like the limbs of his mind 
(which happens through loving them), so that when they start to be cut 
off again he is not ravaged by pain and corruption. Rather, he is com-
pletely above them, possessing and governing them when there is need; 
he is ready to lose them, and more ready not to have them.

Since this is how things are, then, do you think we should censure 
silver and gold because of greedy men, food because of gluttons, wine 
because of drunkards, attractive women because of fornicators and 
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adulterers, and so on? Especially since you recognize that the physi-
cian makes good use of fire whereas the poisoner makes evil use of 
bread!
EVO DI US :  You are absolutely right that the things themselves should not 
be blamed, but rather the people who use them in an evil manner.
AUGUS T I N E :  Correct. We have now begun to see, I think, the power of 
eternal law, and to discover how far temporal law can extend in redress. 
We have also explicitly and adequately distinguished two kinds of things, 
the eternal and the temporal, and again two kinds of people: some who 
follow and take delight in eternal things, and others who follow and take 
delight in temporal things. We have established that what each person 
elects to pursue and embrace is located in the will, and that the mind is 
not thrown down from its stronghold of dominance, and from the right 
order, by anything but the will. It is also clear that when a person uses 
something in an evil manner, the thing should not be blamed, but rather 
the person using it in that evil manner.

Let us return then, if you please, to the question posed at the begin-
ning of our discussion, and see whether it has been solved.

We set out to investigate what it is to do evil, and everything we have 
said we said to this end. As a result, we are now ready to turn our attention 
to consider whether evildoing is anything other than pursuing temporal 
things and whatever is perceived through the body (the least valuable 
part of a human being), which can never be fixed, as though they were 
great and wonderful, having neglected eternal things, which the mind 
enjoys through itself and perceives through itself and which it cannot lose 
while loving them. For all evildoings – that is to say, all sins – seem to me 
to be included under this one heading. But I am waiting to know what 
you think.
EVO DI US :  It is as you say. I agree that all sins are contained under this 
one heading, when someone turns aside from divine and genuinely 
 abiding things and towards changeable and uncertain things. Although 
the latter are rightly located in their proper place and attain a certain 
beauty of their own, it is the mark of a twisted and disordered mind to be 
subject to pursuing those things he was set above, to be in charge of as he 
might so command, in accordance with divine order and right.

I also see that we have simultaneously resolved and answered what we 
planned to look into after the question what it is to do evil, namely why 
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we do evil.  Unless I am mistaken, we do it out of free choice of the will, 
as the argument we dealt with here has established.

However, I ask whether free choice itself, through which we are found 
guilty of having the ability to commit sin, ought to have been given to 
us by Him who made us.  It seems that, if we lack it, we would not be 
bound to sin. My fear is that in this way God will also be reckoned as 
author of our evildoings.
AUGUS T I N E : Do not worry on that score. But we shall have to find 
another time to look into this again more carefully, for our current 
 discussion should now conclude. I would like you to believe that in this 
discussion we have, so to speak, been knocking at the door of profound 
and abstruse matters that need to be explored. Once we begin to enter 
into their inner recesses, with God’s help, you surely will judge how 
much distance there is between this discussion and those to follow, and 
how much the latter surpass the former, not only in the sagacity of the 
investigation but also in the grandeur of the issues and the most resplend-
ent light of the truth. May there be enough religiousness in us that divine 
providence allows us to hold to and complete the course we have plotted!
EVO DI US :  I bow to your will, and quite freely join mine to it in judgment 
and in prayer.
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EVO DI US :  Now if possible, explain to me why God gave human beings 
free choice of the will. If we had not received it, we surely would not be 
able to sin.
AUGUS T I N E :  Do you already know for sure that God gave us something 
which you think we should not have been given?
EVO DI US :  As far as I seemed to understand matters in Book , we have 
free choice of the will, and we sin through it alone.
AUGUS T I N E :  I too remember that this was made evident to us then. But 
I have just asked you whether you know that God clearly gave us what we 
have and through which we sin.
EVO DI US :  No one else, I think. We have our existence from God; 
whether we sin or act rightly, we deserve penalty or reward from Him.

 See . . . : “You are really asking why it is we do evil.” This is the main question of Book .
 This is the main question of Book : see . . . .


